
 

Welcome back everybody! We hope you have enjoyed a wonderful winter break and that you are returning to 

school feeling energetic and full of enthusiasm. This newsletter outlines all the exciting things we have planned 

for Spring term and all the important information, dates and reminders needed for the coming weeks in Year 

3.  

Staffing 
Year 3 lead- Mss Dunlop 

Reg 1 Mrs Belcher and Mrs Jones 
Reg 2 Miss Dunlop and Miss Stones 
Reg 3 Mrs Bains and Miss Harper 
Any questions/queries- please email 
Year3Parents@eastparkacademy.com 

PE 
We have PE on Wednesday and Thursday afternoon. 
Please ensure your child has a full PE kit and is not 
wearing jewellery on this day.  
 

Reading                                            
We would like children to bring their logbook and reading book to school every day. This 
will allow us to listen to children read their current book and record this in their 

logbook. You are also able to record when your child has read at home and sign their logbook each week. 
Children will be given an opportunity to change their book each week. 

                 Homework 
Children will be given new spellings each week. These spellings are stuck in their reading 
logbooks with the date the test will take place printed at the top. Children can then practise 
these spellings throughout the week in their logbooks. We recommend learning these in short 
bursts of time across the week, for example 5 minutes each day.  
 

Visits/visitors or workshop dates and information  
6.1.22 – French day  
Our new topic ‘Hello Bonjour’ will begin with a 
French day to immerse children in French culture. 
Children are invited to wear red, white, and blue 
clothes to school on this day. 

Reminders  
Children can bring a water bottle to school each day, 
and these can be stored in bottle holders in the 
classrooms.  

Star and learner awards  
Every Friday there will be a praise assembly to celebrate one star and one leaner from each 
class. If your child has impressed their teacher with the effort in learning or show one of our 
East Park 8 values - you will be invited to come along and celebrate their success. Please look 
out for invites on Bromcom.   
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 English  
Our English texts this term will allow our 
children to explore a variety of fiction and 
nonfiction texts linked to our ‘Hello Bonjour’ topic. 
We will explore famous monuments in Paris when 
reading ‘A Walk in Paris’ by Salvatore Rubbino and 
follow the journey of Matteo and his friends when 
reading ‘Skysteppers’ by Katherine Rundell. 

 

Maths  
In maths, we will be focusing on place 
value up to 3-digits. Children will look 
at how to add and subtract 3-digit numbers in the 
column method. We will be focusing on our 3- and 
6-times tables and using this knowledge to multiply 
a 2-digit number by a 1-digit number using the grid 
method.  

Curious Curriculum  
Our Curious Curriculum topic this term is ‘Hello Bonjour’ with a geography focus. 
Children will be given the opportunity to explore maps, atlases, and smart devices to 
locate different countries within the continent Europe. We will complete studies of 

cities within France and the United Kingdom and make comparisons between the two countries.  
 

RE 
In RE this term, Year 3 will be exploring 
key Sikh and Hindu leaders.   

 

PE  
Our PE topic this term is Gymnastics. Children will 
be learning how to create static shapes, 
complete a variety of jumps and rolls.  
 

MFL 
During MFL this term we will be focusing 
on the topic ‘Food Glorious Food’ in French. 

Music 
In the second half of the Spring term, Year 3 will 
lead on an Easter service. More 
information will follow closer to time. 
 
  

Computing  
Our Computing topic this term is 
programming. This will be taught using a 
programme called scratch where children 
will look at coding.  

 
 
 

Art/Design 
This term we will look at French 
artists such as Monet and have 
opportunities to look at some of his 
famous paintings. 
  

 


